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NEW QUESTION: 1
-- Exhibit -We have been engaged by a research hospital to help upgrade
their Isilon installation.
They currently have 12 previous generation Isilon nodes with
200TB of capacity and run on a 1Gbps network. They currently
have 6 Illumina Hi-Seq Sequencers and an HPC cluster to process
data. They would like to expand Isilon to 2PB of active data
and 1PB of archive data. They use a third party data and
metadata management service (IRODs) to stage data for analysis.
The Isilon cluster is mainly used for analysis work with the
HPC cluster.
-- Exhibit -The customer will add two more Illumina Hi-Seq Sequencers in
the next 6 months.
Once these are added, what is the total amount of data from all
the sequencers they can expect to add per month?
A. 9.6 TB
B. 14.4 TB

C. 4.8 TB
D. 1.2 TB
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have written a Mapper which invokes the following five
calls to the OutputColletor.collect method:
output.collect (new Text ("Apple"), new Text ("Red") ) ;
output.collect (new Text ("Banana"), new Text ("Yellow") ) ;
output.collect (new Text ("Apple"), new Text ("Yellow") ) ;
output.collect (new Text ("Cherry"), new Text ("Red") ) ;
output.collect (new Text ("Apple"), new Text ("Green") ) ;
How many times will the Reducer's reduce method be invoked?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
E. 4
Answer: D
Explanation:
reduce() gets called once for each [key, (list of values)]
pair. To explain, let's say
you called:
out.collect(new Text("Car"),new Text("Subaru");
out.collect(new Text("Car"),new Text("Honda");
out.collect(new Text("Car"),new Text("Ford");
out.collect(new Text("Truck"),new Text("Dodge");
out.collect(new Text("Truck"),new Text("Chevy");
Then reduce() would be called twice with the pairs
reduce(Car, &lt;Subaru, Honda, Ford&gt;) reduce(Truck,
&lt;Dodge, Chevy&gt;)

Reference: Mapper output.collect()?
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